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SIR, JOHN PARSONS' EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY
Presentatioi of a POrtrait

ON September 3, the occasion of his eightieth birthday, Sir John H.
Parsons was presented with his portrait painted&in oils by Mr. John
Gilroy. The portrait was subscribed for by members of the Faculty
of Ophthalmologists and the Ophthalmological Society of the.United
Kingdom and was presented to him by Sir Stewart Duke-Elder,
President of the Faculty, at a widely attended ceremony in the
library of the Royal College of Surgeons of England.

After confessing the immense debt which he personally owed Sir
John Parsons, the President said that the portrait was presented to
him for two reasons: as a token of admiration and gratitude for what
he had done for ophthalmology and as an expression of the affection
which his friends and pupils of two generations felt for him. He
pointed out that for more than a generation Parsons had been the
acknowledged leader in all aspects of British ophthalmology -in
clinical work, fundamental research and public activities. For more
than a generation he had bee-n among the foremost consultants in
the clinical practice of his specialty. So long as ophthalmology is a
science he will be remembered as a pioneer in ophthalmic pathology
for the work he did some fifty yearss ago. To-day he is still the
foremost authority in tho fundamental sciences concerning vision
biological, physiological and psychological. In guiding, stimulating
and encouraging ophthalmic research in Great Britain he has in his
time stood out almost alone; I'n all problems concerning vision
successive governments and industry have consistently asked and
received his help; he served in two world wars, in the first as Con-
sultant to the Army, in the second as adviser to the Royal Air Force;
in international ophthalmology he has long been a leading figure and
has frequently been an acceptable and gracious British ambassador
abroad; and for many years he was the dominant figure in the social
and political life of the ophthalmologi&ts in this country. Probably
the greatest contribution, however, he made to ophthalmological
.life in England is the historical continuity he has succeeded in
maintaining between the past and the future. In his youth British
ophthalmology occupied a high place among the nations; but later,
particularly in the inter-war years- largely because with the evo-
lution- of scientific techniques, individual effort had to give place to
organized effort for which we were not prepared or equipped-
English ophthalmology has tended to lose its place. He was largely
responsible for stimulating it.and if its future is as great or greater
than its past, it will be largely due to his sustained and tireless efforts.

Sir John Parsons was further entertained at a dinner held in the
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evening at the Royal College of Surgeons at which were present the
members of' the Countils of the Faculty, the Ophthalmological
Society, the Ophth-almological Section of 'the Royal Society of
Medicine and, the Ed'itorial Committee of the British Journal of
Ophthalmology. M r. F. Juler, the president of the Society, proposed
the-health'of the octogenarian but extremely active guest. Mr. F.
W. Law proposed the health of the artist and Sir Stewart Duke-
Elder presented Sir John Parsons with a bound copy of the special
September number of the Jo'uriial written in his honour.

BOOK NOTICES

A Handbook of Ophthalmolgy. By HUMPHREY NEAME and F. A.
WILLIAMSON-NOBLE. Sixth edition. Pp. x and 336. Forty-nine
coloured illustrations, 189 text figures. London: J. and A.
Churchill. Price, 21/-. 1948.

In spite of the war no less than. five editions of this book have
appeared within the past thirteen years, a fact'which may be taken
as a well deserved tribute to its usefulness and popularity. The book
is intended for undergraduate students and general practitioners,
and confines itself largely to the more common diseases and prac-
tical methods of treatment. Changes in the' new edition make it
more up-to-date,- info'rmation being -given on the. use of peni-
cillin, the pathology of diabetic retinopathy, the causes of proptosis
in thyroid dysfunction, and the pharmacological mode of action of
miotics and mydriatics. The book within the spheres for which it
is intended deserves, 'and we are sure will receive, a warm welcome.

Tabulae -Biologicae. Vol. xxii (Oculus). Pars. 1. 408 pages.
W. Junk, Amsterdam. 1947.

It will be remembered that the first volume of Tabulae Biologicae
appeared in 1925: it was a. German work published from Berlin,
the contributors being derived with one exception fro-m Germany
and Austria. The twenty-second volume which has -appeared re-
cently is published from: Am'sterdam under the general editorship
of Kurt Steindorff (late of Berlin), F. P. 'Fischer of Utrecht,
J. S. Friedenwald of Baltimore and AuSorsby of LorAdon. Steindorff
was associated w~ith the work from its inception. It will be re-
membered that in 1909 he published the first treatise on the chemistry
of the eye which appear'ed in Oppenheimer's Handbuch der Biochemie.
A refugee from Hitler, he spent the last years of his life in poverty
in St. Juery in the South of France compiling the present volume
on ophthalmology. He died in 1942; but this production is essen-
tially his inspiration and it is a pre-war compilation.
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